
PRE-FINISH WARRANTY

WARRANTY COVERAGE:
MMI DOOR will warranty our finish painted or stained doors for a period of 
five (5)  years from the original date of purchase by the dealer. This warranty 
covers paint failure in the form of peeling with no evidence of abuse. We cannot 
warranty paint or stain finish chipping or scratches caused by product abuse or 
improper installation. Paint and stain samples may vary from the actual finish. 
For further examples of our paint and stain options, please refer to our Paint 
and Stain Selection Chart for Fiberglass and Steel Entry Systems. Color fading 
caused by exposure to natural elements also is beyond ours and the paint or 
stain manufacturer’s control.

APPLICATION: 
This is the most important step in your new entry system selection process.  
Protecting it properly can lower maintenance, improve performance and extend 
the life of your new entry system. 

Every exterior door requires protection and there are many factors to consider 
such as exposure to natural elements, color choices, storm door use and the 
degree of homeowner maintenance required. All of these factors must be  
evaluated to determine your final choice.

OVERHANG: 
In short, every exterior door—Entry, Patio or French Doors—should have an  
overhang to protect the unit from natural elements, lowering care and  
maintenance and extending the life of the unit. Overhangs should extend at 
least four feet wider (two feet each side) than the door unit and at least five 
feet out from the house. In extreme exposures (facing south or west) or climates 
(desert or coastal) overhangs should be double that size. Inadequate overhang  
protection can lead to color fading, component damage and water related 
issues such as warping, wood failure or leakage. Adequate overhangs increase 
your choice of door types, design, colors and specifications. They also insure 
years of dependable performance.

COLORS:
The effect of natural elements, especially the sun, is generally under estimated. 
The face of an exterior door can exceed 120 degrees in many applications.  
Prolonged exposure at these temperatures can quickly deteriorate the finish 
and physically damage the door. Remember — light colors reflect heat, dark 
colors absorb heat. Consider sun exposure and overhang protection when 
selecting a color for your door.
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